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Introduction
.
This educational package was designed with the theme of elementary-level education in mind, and targets
children from ages 7 to 9. By offering a variety of teaching materials, the package also emphasizes the
teachers as educational beacons for young students. Children are capable of recognizing and learning from
sensory or perception-oriented information, and there is an innate tendency to gravitate toward more
hands-on approaches to education. As they generally lack the ability to
fully comprehend abstract or conceptual ideas, elementary level
students are less likely to react favorably to straightforward, one-sided
instructions, and benefit more from participatory activities as Q&A
sessions (Richter, 1995). It is human nature to enjoy listening to
stories. In regards to this fascination, stories can be said to be an
effective means of facilitating the passing of knowledge relating to the
cross-generational history of the Navajo peoples and the strengthening
of one's acquaintance with the indigenous culture, customs, and
tradition. Further enhancing the power of such stories is the myriad of
potential stories embedded into the daily lives of the Navajo people.
The ones relating to ancient, historical events are referred to as “the
Emergence,” which can be interpreted to mean “Genesis.” Should any
story contain traces of “past events” or “life-related situations,” the act
of storytelling can serve a great educational purpose, potentially
increasing one's learning of history while harboring critical thinking
abilities, imagination, and creativity.
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As such, the research and findings pertaining to Navajo culture collected through the iShare: Connecting
Museums and Communities East and West initiative, along with the museum’s educational planning
program, are integral to the design rationale of the educational package. The learning units of the package
range from such topics as the Navajo people's surrounding environment, lifestyle, apparel, music styles,
arts, and rituals. Each unit will be complemented with a variety of educational tools, such as illustrated
maps, photographs, and web information.

Every educational tool can lead to a diverse set of learning opportunities. Taking into account the many
potential ways to explore the Navajo people's traditions and customs, we have made sure to incorporate
into our learning package a multitude of educational activities and experimentation that enriches the
learning experience. The iShare website utilizes different electronic resources and technology to convey
culture-centric information. Whereas a video can in a few minutes capture the essence of textbooks,
web-related resources opens another door to a plethora of opportunities for learning, interactive education,
and data collection. The inherent diversity associated with the different learning modules of this nature
encourages cross-cultural curiosity from people of both Eastern and Western origins. The group-oriented
activities, by the same token, are designed to allow for the proper development of communication,
leadership, negotiation, and problem solving skills. In the interaction-heavy classes, activities associated
with role-playing, games, and simulation strengthen the learning process and allow for sophisticated critical
thinking skills to develop.

The unit materials are provided by our collaborating partners from the Navajo Nation Museum and by the
University of Colorado Museum of Natural History Anthropology and Education sections. Every unit has
been designed to last approximately 30 minutes, and provides ample space for instructors to engage
students in Q&A discussions, five-minute drawing sessions, and interact with various media including
audio CDs. The wide range of stimulating educational activities invites children to familiarize with the
Navajo indigenous culture.
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The iShare Project
In the fall of 2010, University of Colorado Museum of Natural History received a grant from the Museums &
Community Collaborations Abroad Program (MCCA) of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of
the US Department of State in partnership with the American Association of Museums. The goal of the
grant is to strengthen connections between museums and their communities as well as the connections of
US citizens and people abroad through direct community engagement. The resulting project, iShare:
Connecting Museums and Communities East and West, is a collaboration between the University of
Colorado Museum and the National Taiwan Museum in partnership with the Paiwan and Navajo indigenous
peoples.
Over the past year, the partners developed a collaborative online web application to respond to Paiwan
DQG1DYDMRVRXUFHFRPPXQLW\UHTXHVWVWRDFFHVVPXVHXPFROOHFWLRQVDQGSUHVHUYHLQWDQJLEOHFXOWXUH¬7KH
project enabled the Paiwan tribes and Navajo Nation to network internationally, both in person and online.
A public website (http://en.projectishare.com) features information and materials collected by the iShare
project partners allows online visitors to explore stories, oral histories, material culture and audiovisual
materials that illustrate the contemporary lives and experiences of indigenous peoples in the East and in
the West. The website encourages visitors to expand their notions of “Indians” and “Asians” through
breaking down stereotypes and building up knowledge and feelings of greater understanding and
connection to these indigenous communities.
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In addition to the public website, a key outreach component of the iShare project is the development of
object-based, hands-on educational materials for the classroom distributed through the four partner
institutions. For the CU Museum, these materials build on the success of its current “Discovery Kit” program,
and the CU Outreach Committee-supported Fossils in the Classroom project. The museum’s Discovery Kits
reach as many as 3,000 local students each year, and the Fossils in the Classroom project will reach nearly
3,500 students locally and throughout the state this year. Development of hands-on educational materials as
part of the iShare project is an extension of the diverse programming offered for school audiences at the
museum and broadens the educational impact of important research occurring at the University of Colorado
Museum.
iShare educational materials are designed to engage elementary students and teachers in learning from
and about Native Americans and indigenous peoples of Asia through hands-on experience with objects and
images from the Navajo and Paiwan communities. These materials will get students turned on to learning
about Native cultures both here and abroad. The project goals directly address the new Colorado State
Curriculum Standard in Social Studies, Standard: 1. History: Develop an understanding of how people view,
construct, and interpret history; and Analyze key historical periods and patterns of change over time within
and across nations and cultures; and Social Studies, Standard: 2. Geography: Develop spatial
understanding, perspectives, and personal connections to the world.
The educational materials connect the work of CU Faculty researchers with teachers and students in the
local community with resources and expertise on native peoples. Outreach is a significant aspect of the
iShare project and these two outreach opportunities – the iShare web site (http://en.projectishare.com) and
the teaching kits – provide our local community with unique opportunities to learn about underrepresented
constituents and source communities. We hope you find these resources to be an outstanding and
meaningful experience you and for your students.
This “discovery kit” contains object-based educational materials for the classroom based on collected
materials and input from the Navajo, Taiwan, and Paiwan partners, students, and teachers. Activities in the
kits have students observing, recording, describing, and comparing observations and results from their work
to that of the work of other students and to the work of indigenous students. Please share it with your
students and colleagues, and let us know if you have any feedback. As a supplement to the kit, we invite
you to visit the iShare Project web site at http://en.projectishare.com/ This is a public website that posts
iShare material for use by indigenous community members, museum educators, teachers, and the general
public. The website is bilingual in English and Mandarin, with some materials in Navajo and Paiwanese.
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Project Partners
The Navajo Nation Museum is located in Window Rock, AZ. The museum includes collections, a theater,
and rotating exhibits. The name the Navajo use for themselves is Diné, which means "the people.” Diné
Bikéyah, or Navajoland, covers 27,000 square miles (about the size of West Virginia), and extends into
Utah, Arizona and New Mexico. Over 300,000 Navajo, or Diné, people live in Navajoland and in cities
throughout the United States. The Nation has a three-branch system that includes executive, legislative
and judicial branches, including their own supreme court.
The Laiyi Indigenous Museum is located in the Paiwan village of Laiyi in Pingtung, the southernmost county
on the island of Taiwan. The museum has no object collections, but provides programming and is an
important cultural resource for the community. Paiwan villages are located on both sides of the wet,
forest-covered southern part of the Central Mountain Range of Taiwan. The Paiwan number close to 87,000
and are the third largest of fourteen federally recognized tribes on the island of Taiwan.
The National Taiwan Museum is a large natural history museum located in the capitol city of Taipei. It has
worked with the Paiwan for a number of years developing story telling workshops, publishing Paiwan stories
and songs, and assisting in recovering cultural treasures after a devastating landslide. The museum’s
Paiwan collection was the basis for a recent exhibition titled, Sons of the Sun – The Myths and Legends of
the Paiwan People.
The University of Colorado Museum of Natural History in Boulder holds major cultural collections including a
Navajo textile collection considered to be one of the best in the world. The collection was featured in a
recent exhibition titled, Navajo Weaving: Diamonds, Dreams and Landscapes. The museum is a teaching
museum and has included graduate and undergraduate students in every aspect of the iShare
collaboration.
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Contributors
iShare: Connecting Museums and Communities East and West is funded by a Museums and Community
Collaboration Abroad grant from the American Association of Museums and by in-kind support from the National
Taiwan Museum and the University of Colorado Museum of Natural History. Museums & Community
Collaborations Abroad (MCCA) is made possible by the U.S. Department of State's Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs and is administered by the American Association of Museums.
The iShare: Connecting Museums and Communities East and West was funded [in part] by a grant from the
United States Department of State. The opinions, finding and conclusions stated herein are those of the
author[s] and do not necessarily reflect those of the United States Department of State.
Navajo Teaching Kit Manager: Jim Hakala
Teacher Guide text: Rena Martin, Carmelita Topaha, and Wei Chen Yu
Teacher Guide activity ideas: Clarenda Begay, Rena Martin, Char Kruger, Robert Johnson, Jim Hakala, Cassandra Freier, Robert
Rutherford, and Karen Malone
Teacher Guide design: Cassandra Freier
Original artwork for the Teacher Guide: Melanie Yazzie (Diné)
Teacher Guide and kit layout and execution: Jim Hakala, Cassandra Freier, and Robert Rutherford
Navajo Storyteller Dolls: Matina White
Navajo Storyteller Dolls jewelry: Sylvia Carlson with help from Florence Martin
Navajo Landscape image: Larry King
Special Thanks to Loretta Chavez for her help in gathering supplies, materials and such
Special Thanks to all of the project partners: Clarenda Begay, Rena Martin, Chao-Ling Kuo, Fu Mei Lin, Chen-Yu Wei, Fu Mei Lin,
Yi-Ching Yang, Hsiu Lin Kao, Wen Shan Chen, Jen Shannon, Jim Hakala, Kendall Tallmadge, Irina Fartushnikova
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This educational package was designed with the theme of elementary-level education in mind, and targets
children from ages 7 to 9. By offering a variety of teaching materials, the package also emphasizes the
teachers as educational beacons for young students. Children are capable of recognizing and learning from
sensory or perception-oriented information, and there is an innate
tendency to gravitate toward more hands-on approaches to education.
As they generally lack the ability to fully comprehend abstract or
conceptual ideas, elementary level students are less likely to react
favorably to straightforward, one-sided instructions, and benefit more
from participatory activities as Q&A sessions (Richter, 1995). It is
human nature to enjoy listening to stories. In regards to this
fascination, stories can be said to be an effective means of facilitating
the passing of knowledge relating to the cross-generational history of
the Navajo peoples and the strengthening of one's acquaintance with
the indigenous culture, customs, and tradition. Further enhancing the
power of such stories is the myriad of potential stories embedded into
the daily lives of the Navajo people. The ones relating to ancient,
historical events are referred to as “the Emergence,” which can be
interpreted to mean “Genesis.” Should any story contain traces of
“past events” or “life-related situations,” the act of storytelling can
serve a great educational purpose, potentially increasing one's
learning of history while harboring critical thinking abilities,
imagination, and creativity.
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range from such topics as the Navajo people's surrounding environment, lifestyle, apparel, music styles,
arts, and rituals. Each unit will be complemented with a variety of educational tools, such as illustrated
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Every educational tool can lead to a diverse set of learning opportunities. Taking into account the many
potential ways to explore the Navajo people's traditions and customs, we have made sure to incorporate
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learning experience. The iShare website utilizes different electronic resources and technology to convey
culture-centric information. Whereas a video can in a few minutes capture the essence of textbooks,
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encourages cross-cultural curiosity from people of both Eastern and Western origins. The group-oriented
activities, by the same token, are designed to allow for the proper development of communication,
leadership, negotiation, and problem solving skills. In the interaction-heavy classes, activities associated
with role-playing, games, and simulation strengthen the learning process and allow for sophisticated critical
thinking skills to develop.

The unit materials are provided by our collaborating partners from the Navajo Nation Museum and by the
University of Colorado Museum of Natural History Anthropology and Education sections. Every unit has
been designed to last approximately 30 minutes, and provides ample space for instructors to engage
students in Q&A discussions, five-minute drawing sessions, and interact with various media including
audio CDs. The wide range of stimulating educational activities invites children to familiarize with the
Navajo indigenous culture.
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Navajo Nation Timeline

1868

Diné Emergence
People spread out
Anasazi - Nihinaazází
Diné ceremonies originate
Diné clans originate, migrate,
and join others

1540
Events pre-Navajo Nation*
Colonial Rule

First European Contact.
Coronado’s expedition into
what is now the American
Southwest. Spanish colonial rule begins.

1821

Beginning of Mexican
colonial rule

1848

Treaty of Guadelupe Hidalgo
between Mexico and U.S.
Beginning of U.S. Rule

1864

U.S. conquers Dine, holding
8,000 at Fort Sumner in eastern
New Mexico

*dates are unknown for some events
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Dine-US Treaty:
Established Navajo
Reservation in
middle of original
homeland;
reservation
boundaries later
expanded

1881

Construction of
Atlantic-to-Pacific
railroad:trade post
system begins.
Dine become major
wool and sheep
producers, weavers,
and silversmiths

1868Navajo Nation History

1922

Oil discovered on
Navajo Reservation
near Shiprock

1923

Navajo Tribal Council
organized to sign oil
leases

1924

U.S. government
recognizes Native
Americans as
citizens

1927

First local community
(chapter) meetings
organized

1930s

US government forces Dine to
get rid of 30% of their livestock;
Navajo Tribal government
reorganized, with new capital in
Window Rock, AZ

1931
Former Navajo Nation

Vice President and first
Navajo medical doctor
and surgeon, Taylor
McKenzie, MD
(KinlichiiniiBit’ahnii), is
born. He graduated
from Wheaton College,
Weaton, IL in 1954 and
received his medical
degree from Baylor
University College of
Medicine, Houston, TX
in 1958. Dr. McKenzie
died in 2007

1938

First movie made in
Monument
Valley:”Stagecoach,” directed
by John Ford, starring John
Wayne (but the valley had
already appeared in 1920s
Krazy Kat animated cartoons)

1942

First uranium
mined in
Monument Valley

1950s

1942-45
World War II:
Navajo Code
Talkers help win
War in Pacific

1948
Native
Americans
are granted
voting rights
in Arizona
and New
Mexico

1970s

Oil and gas boom around
Farmington, NM, and
Aneth, UT. Uranium mining
first developed around
Grants and Shiprock, NM
and Black Mesa and Tuba
City, AZ

1953

Native
Americans are
granted voting
rights in Utah

1958

Monument
Valley Tribal Park
established

Navajo Indian Irrigation Project (NIIP)
and Navajo Agricultural Products
Industry (NAPI) developed near
Farmington and Chiprock.

1960s

Navajo Community
College established.
Now known as Dine
College, it is a tribally
controlled college located
in Tsaile, AZ, with
branches throughout the
Navajo Nation.

1968

Coal surface mines
developed on Black
Mesa, near Window
Rock, and near
Whiprock; still
operating

1971

Corty Witherill, Navajo
race car driver, is born.
Cory is the only Navajo to
have raced (in 2001) in the
Indy 500.

1972

Notah Begay (san Felipe/Isleta/Navajo), Navajo professional golfer, born
in Albuquerque, NM. Graduated Albuquerque High School (1990) and
Stanford University (B.S., Economics, 1995). In 1999, Notah’s rookie year
on the PGA Tour, he won two tournaments and finished runner-up in the
Rookie of the Year honors. Although still active on the PGA Tour, Notah
heads a consulting firm which designs golf courses for Tribal developments and also the NB3 Foundation, which delivers sustainable sports
programs that have been designed specifically by Natives for Native Youth

1989

1977

Navajo-Hopi
joint-use reservation partitioned;
10,000 Dine and
100 Hopis forced
to relocate.

Navajo Nation government reorganized to
present form of three
separate branches.

1998

Local community
(chapter) governments reorganized for
greater autonomy.

2010 and beyond
Navajo Nation takes
steps to replace its
economic base of oil,
coal, and natural gas with
renewable energy and
other “green” production
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Diné Bikeyah (Navajoland)
Where is Navajoland?
Navajoland or the Navajo Nation covers the corners of
three states: occupying all of northeastern Arizona,
northwestern New Mexico, and the southeastern portion
of Utah. The Navajo Nation reservation is the largest
American Indian reservation in the United States,
covering 27,673 square miles. The land coverage of the
Navajo Nation compares in size to West.

What is an Indian Reservation?
An American Indian reservation is an area of
land managed by an American Indian tribe
under the United States Department of the
Interior’s Bureau of Indian Affairs or BIA.

What is “The Long Walk”?
Between 1863 and 1866, thousands of Navajo people were forced to
leave their homelands and travel to Bosque Redondo, New Mexico,
more than 450 miles by foot, and many Navajos, young and old died
along the way from cold, starvation, or murder. This never forgotten
painful journey came to be known as “The Long Walks.” The Navajo
word for “The Long Walk” is called Hwéeldi.
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Where is the capitol?
Window Rock is the Capitol and the administrative
hub of the Navajo Nation, getting the name from the
hole in the 200 foot high sandstone hill as seen the
photo above. The Navajo Nation Chamber Building is
located in Window Rock, Arizona.

What is the Sacred Landscape?
The Navajo’s Creator placed the people on their land between the Four Sacred Mountains which represents the cardinal
directions, east, south, west, and north. The Navajo People strongly believe in residing with nature, their universe, their Creator,
their religious beliefs, and their language and this is the heart of Navajo philosophy and the way of life.

EAST - Mount Blanca or Tsisnaasjini’, Dawn or White Shell Mountain
SOUTH – Mount Taylor or Tsoodzil, Blue Bead or Turquoise Mountain
WEST – San Francisco Peaks or Doko’oosliid, Abalone Shell Mountain
NORTH - Mount Hesperus or Dibé Nitsaa, Big Mountain Sheep
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Origin Story
According to anthropologists, Navajo and Apache ancestors migrated here from the far
north. This idea is based on the relationship of the Navajo and Apache languages to
those of people in Alaska, western Canada, and northern California.
However, Diné oral tradition tells a very different story of our origin. Driven by a flood
from below, the ancestors of Diné and other peoples emerged onto the present earth’s
surface in what are now the mountains of southwestern Colorado.
Guided by deities, they organized the earth’s surface and heavens. They placed four
sacred mountains to mark the four directions, each with its own color, and two in the
center of the Diné homeland. They placed heavenly bodies to mark direction and the
passage of time.
Then they spread south across the San Juan River and over the land. Among the
people were the village-dwelling Nihinaazází (known to archaeologists as the Anasazi)
as well as people who lived by hunting and gathering.
Later, monsters killed off most of the people until the two sons of the beloved deity
Changing Woman killed the monsters. At her home on the western ocean, Changing
Woman created Diné ancestors to repopulate the homeland and sent them eastward.
Others joined them en route and, later, in the homeland. The Diné of today are
descended from these peoples (clans) of many different groups who came together.
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Origin Story:

in the classroom

Objects/Materials: Navajo Emergence Story,
Navajo Timeline, Map of the Navajo Nation
Activities:
Read the Navajo Emergence Story aloud and discuss it.
Who do you think are the most important characters?
What do you think are the most important parts?
Look at the Map of the Navajo Nation. What features or
places can you identify?
Draw a map of your home land. Include your home and
favorite or important places. Make sure you label your map
and its features.
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Landscape
Land
The stories of the families living in Navajo Nation are as interesting as the rock formations that surround their homes. Each family’s life story is embedded in the sand
dunes, rock formations, natural springs, neighboring peoples, wildlife, and plants.
These stories protect the families; they provide a sense of place and identity.
At many of the houses visible on the landscape, generations of Navajo families have
raised their children and have worked to sustain their traditional lifeways. The houses
and their locations may change, but the valley occupants continue to know these
places by their names and their stories.
Families remember where they and their relatives were born, where umbilical cords
were left, where resources are gathered, where they herded sheep and goats, where
ceremonies were held, and where their ancestors are buried.
Geologists say that great layers of sediments once covered this region. First, streams
from a mountain range more ancient than the Rocky Mountains deposited layers that
hardened into the siltstones and shales that now form the valley floor.
Windblown sand dunes formed on top of the shales and siltstones. The whole area
sank, was buried under more sediments laid by water and wind, and solidified into
rocks.
Later, forces beneath the earth’s crust warped the area upward in a braod dome, with
Comb Ridge along its sourthern and eastern edge.
Since then, wind has worn down these deposits to form the rock monuments that we
see today.
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Wa t e r
As you look across the landscape, you might find it hard to believe there is water out
there.
Natural springs dot Monument Valley and are used by the valley residents for drinking,
cleaning, and for watering their livestock and gardens of corn and squash.
The plants that grow around the springs and washes are important for livestock forage,
and for ceremonial and daily use, and they stabilize the sand and dirt.
Water is an important element in Navajo daily and ceremonial life.
Many Navajo clan names (family groups that share a common ancestor) often reference water. Some examples are Tabaaha (Water’s Edge), Totsohnii (Big Water), and
To dich’iinii (Bitter Water People). Members of these three clans, and many others, still
live today in the Park.
Water is also the focus of an important Navajo ceremony: Toyee, the Waterway. Communities are often named after water sources. For instance, Oljato, Utah, is Ooljeetoo
or “Moon Water,” and Kayeta, Arizona is To Dineeshzhee’ or “Fringed Water.” Water
sustains all life and is sacred.

Universe
The sky is just as important to us as the earth. The Earth is our Mother and the Sky is
our Father, and together they bring about life. Clouds, Rain, Stars, the Moon, and the
Sun are part of the Universe, and they are essential elements in the Navajo way of life.
The sky plays a central role in many Navajo ceremonies and in our oral traditions.
Watch for the birds who inhabit both the sky and the earth, and at night, look for
constellations in the midst of the countless stars that Coyote randomly tossed into the
sky.
Here, in Navajo country, most visitors can see many more stars than they can see at
home. Constellations such as the Big Dipper (Nahookos) or the Pleiades (Dilyehe) are
important in ceremonies, in marking the passing of the seasons, and in many other
activities in the life of the Navajo People.
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Plants and Animals
Wild plants, animals, and Navajo people go hand-in-hand. Plants such as Indian rice
grass and wolfberry provide food.
Snakeweed has ritual uses in many Navajo ceremonies.
Juniper is an all-purpose tree: the seeds are used as beads for necklaces, the bark is
excellent for starting fires, the needles are burned to an ash that is mixed with blue
corn to make cornmeal cakes and mush, and the needles can be boiled in water to
make a tea for upset stomachs and menstrual aches.
Coyote is a central figure in Navajo life and culture. He can be the messenger who
brings bad news, but his actions also teach Navajo people about what is (and what is
not) socially acceptable behavior. Coyote figures into most Navajo ceremonials and
certain rituals, and even the origins of certain Navajo words can be traced to him.
Our ancestors carefully observed nature and used the natural cycles of the seasons
and the life cycles of plants and animals to guide their movement across the landscape, and to time their ceremonies and planting and harvesting activities.
Plants and animals are the first teachers, and they are the Naat’aanii (leaders) or our
people. They provide food, shelter, clothing, knowledge, and ceremony.
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Landscape:

in the classroom

Objects/Materials: Navajo Landscape print, Life of
the Navajo book, Four Sacred Mountains handout, Sage
bundle
Activities:
Examine the Navajo Landscape print. What are some of
the landscape features you can identify? What features
can you find that you think are special to the Navajo
people? Look at the landscapes shown in the Life of the
Navajo book. Compare those images to the Navajo Landscape print. How do they compare? How are they different? How is the landscape of the southwestern United
States different from where you live?
Draw a picture of the landscape where you live. Include
features like mountains, rivers, lakes, plants and animals.
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Family
Strong and continued connections to family members are a vital part of our culture. We
are born with the identity of our clans; especially important are the clans of our mothers.
From an early age we learn who is related to us through our mothers, fathers, maternal
grandfathers, and paternal grandfathers. We learn how to address our clan members
with respect.
Historically, family members were not addressed by their personal names; instead,
family position (kinship) names such as brother, sister, or grandmother were used.
Knowing how we are related to other Navajo people, and using correct kinship terms, is
crucial because it serves as a basis for honoring social and ceremonial obligations,
requesting favors, and even teasing!
Humans, including Diné ancestors, have visited and occupied the homeland (the
Valley) for thousands of years. The names of these people are unknown before the
mid-1800s. People now living in the Valley tell how their own ancestors moved into the
Valley in the mid-1800s. These ancestors were members of the Tódích’íí’nii
(Bitterwater) and Bit’ahnii clans. Diné clans are groups of people related through their
mothers.
Asdzáán Dee’ Dįį’ (Lady Four Horns, Bitterwater clan), one of these ancestors, had
been captured, possibly by Comanches, and taken to Texas. She escaped and
returned home to the Comb Ridge south of the Valley.
Later, during the U.S. army warfare against the Diné, this family sought refuge in the
Valley itself. The warfare ended when about 8,000 Diné (about half the population)
surrendered and were marched hundreds of miles to Fort Sumner in eastern New
Mexico, an episode in Diné history called the Long Walk.
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Lady Four Horns and other ancestors of today’s residents of the Valley went on the
Long Walk.
After four years of captivity, the army released the Diné to return to a Treaty Reservation in the middle of their former homeland. Monument Valley is outside the Treaty
Reservation, but the ancestors settled there anyway.
They moved around the Valley with their sheep, goats, cattle, and horses. In the southern partof the Valley they planted crops. Descendants of Lady Four Horns irrigated
their farm from an earthen dam that held water running off the surrounding rock, and
preserved their crops in a storage pit inside a nearby cave.
Rain God Mesa feeds springs in this part of the Valley. Much of the valley floor consists
of sand dunes over a clay deposit that helps to hold water under the sand, where the
crop roots can reach it. In winter, when much of the valley was cold and snow-covered,
some families moved northwest to lower country along the San Juan River.
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The Navajo people are a matrilineal people; when a child is born she or he takes the
clan of the mother. The Navajo people have over 50 clans. Several of the clans had
ancestors who were from other neighboring tribes, including the Pueblos, Apaches,
Ute, Mexican Indians and more. The Navajo people are also matrilocal; when a woman
marries the couple moves near her clan members. The husband has to move with his
in-laws.
An introduction is usually the correct way to inform individuals who you are as a Navajo
person.
For example: My name is Harrison Lapahie, Jr. I’m bit’ahnii (The Folded Arms People)
born for Táchii’nii (The Red-Running into Water Clan). My maternal grandfather is
Tódích’íí’nii (Bitter Water Clan) and my paternal grandfather’s clan is Ta’neeszahnii)
The Badlands People. This is how I am a Navajo being
The names of numerous Navajo clans are linked to places in which their clans originated from. Navajo clans increased by adopting other Native Americans into the
Navajo tribe resulting in new outside clans. These places are significant places to the
tribe; the places are remembered and stories of them are told to new generations.
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Family Connection to Place

“

My grandmother, Asdzaan Dee’Dii, came to this area as a result of the Long Walk. When she
was about 12 or 13 she was taken captive by Nakai (Mexicans). She remembered being wrapped up
and tied in a blanket and packed on a donkey. One night she managed to run away from her captors.
She took a blanket with her. Hidden by the darkness, she ran into the mountains. With no shoes, her
feet were soon full of stickers and cuts. She hid before dawn but could hear the commotion after her
captors realized she was gone. They tracked her with dogs and even a [mountain] lion which was
trained to track. Because her feet were blistered she could not walk any further, and she stayed in a
tree while her feet healed. She used pinyon sap to heal her feet. She climbed down during the day to
gather berries and other things to eat; she also collected yucca to weave shoes. She was tracked by a
bear and wolves; she could see their tracks. For water, she sipped dew that formed on the blanket
overnight. One day she found a big nest that she could fit into. When the bird came back to the nest, it
kept her warm. It took about a year for Asdzaan Dee’Dii to get home. Her people saw her coming from
a long distance; she was covered with feathers--they were embedded in her hair and on her arms. She
had also lost weight and was just skin and bones. Her family asked her to stay away from the camp
until the necessary ceremonies were performed which would hear her ailments, including loss of
speech. She was finally allowed back into camp once she was well and was talking again.
Asdzaan Dee’ Dii was captured a second time--this time along with her mother, grandmother, and
brothers. They were driven by wagons to various points and switched to other wagons until they
reached their destination. Asdzaan Dee’Dii was taken to a farm where she was told to plant, but as
soon as she had the opportunity she ran away again. She went home to the Chinle area and was married to a man who was not good to her. She left that man and came to Monument Valley where her
brothers raised four-horned sheep. That was how she received the name, Asdzaan Dee’Dii: She Helps
Tend The Sheep.
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Family Connection to Place (continued)
Because of her unusual travels and because she had learned how to survive, Asdzaan Dee’Dii was
highly regarded and sought as a healer and knowledgeable person. She performed Eagle-Catching Ceremonies (Asaa bi’dennil nitee).
Asdaan Dee’Dii had three siblings. They say that Asdzaan Je’Kalii and these sand dunes, which have
always been here, are connected. Her descendents describe with a fond chuckle how this old grandmother
used to ride her donkey over the sand dunes to her relatives’ homes on the other side of the rocks. They say
she once slid off her donkey and rolled down the sand dune slope--her descendants say that the resulting trail
looked like it was plowed. These dunes and rocks are embedded with stories of our family members.
My mother (Susie Yazzie) was a daughter of Asdzaan Dee’Dii. My mother was born when everyone was
dying from a widespread sickness [Spanish influenza possibly]. If so, this would make Susie around 98 years
old]. Another story we enjoyed repeating of our grandmother Asdzaan Je’Kalii, is associated with the white
people who worked for the VCA Uranium Mines nearby. People recall her shouting to the white uranium
miners--her words would echo through the rocks and valleys--” You better not be hauling our children out from
here!” She probably said this because she, our grandmother Asdzaan Dee’Dii, had been captured twice and
hauled away. She just did not trust white people.

--As told by Effie

”

Yazzie

Monument Valley
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Family:

in the classroom
Objects/Materials: Dine’ Clan coloring book, The
Story of the Long Walk, Family Tree handout
Activities:
Read the Story of the Long Walk aloud and discuss it. Why
do you think this story is important for the Navajo People?
Use the Family Tree handout to discuss family ties/lineage
through the mother (matrilineal).
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Homes
The Navajo houses you see or might visit here or across the Navajo Nation may
appear modern, but the traditions related to making a home have not changed for
generations.
Women are the center of the home, and they are responsible for ensuring their families’
comfort. Like most women across the world, Navajo women want running water in their
homes, modern appliances, televisions and the Internet, personal care items such as
hair dryers, and packaged foods.
While the younger women enjoy these conveniences, many older women continue to
live and respect traditional ways of life.
Many of the older women still keep their homes as they were taught by their elders,
including cooking on wood-burning stoves and living without electricity or running
water.
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Hogan building activity*
A Hogan is a traditional Navajo home. It is a six sided
structure build from horizontally laid logs that were
sometimes covered with packed earth. It has a domed
roof that has a hole in the center for smoke to escape
from and it has one doorway that traditionally faced
east. In winter the doorwars would be covered with
blankets to keep out the cold.

Materials
9-inch by 9-inch piece of
tag board that is brown or
has been painted brown

Directions:

1. Break three of the craft sticks into half-inch pieces.
2. Arrange six sticks in a hexagonal shape that is about eight inches in
diameter, leaving a small opening for the door on one side, and overlapping
a little on each end of the craft sticks. Glue a small stick piece to bottom
edge of one stick nearest “door” opening.

60 craft sticks
glue
scissors

3. Begin building the hogan walls by adding layers of sticks, working in a
circular pattern. Continue until walls are seven sticks high. Use the small
broken pieces as fillers to keep the layers level at the door opening.
4. To form the roof, cut a circle from the brown tag board. Cut a slit to the
center of then cut a circle that is about 2 1/2 inches in diameter out of the
very center of the brown circle. Overlap the edges to make a round dome,
leaving the small circle open on top.
5. Glue roof to base.
To decorate it further you could add dried weeds to simulate bushes, etc.
*adapted from http://www.easyfunschool.com/NaSpecialHomes.html
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Homes:

in the classroom

Objects/Materials: Hogan Model, Hogan book
Activities:
Build a model Navajo Hogan using craft sticks and glue.
Use soil and plant material to finish your Hogan’s roof.
Design and create a landscape backdrop for your model
Hogan. Include mountains, rivers, plants, animals and
other features of the Navajo landscape.
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Weaving& Adornment
Weaving traditions of the American Southwest include the work of Pueblo
Indians, Navajo Indians, and Spanish colonists of the Rio Grande Valley in
New Mexico. Each group had its own weaving traditions, and each influenced
the others. What the groups adopted or retained depended upon a number of
aspects including their unique lifestyles, histories, and tastes.

P u e b l o We a v i n g
The Pueblo people were weaving cloth long before the arrival of Europeans in the New
World.
Two types of looms were used by the Pueblo people: the backstrap loom was worn and
used to make smaller textiles like sashes and belts and the veritcal loom was useful for
producing larger fabrics, such as blankets, shirts, dresses, and ponchos. The vertical
loom is still used by Pueblo and Navajo weavers today.
Prehistoric Pueblo weavers used plant fibers, such as cotton or yucca, and a variety of
natural dyes. When the Spanish colonized the Southwest, they brought with them
churro sheep and indigo dye. The Pueblo people incorporated these new materials into
their weaving, although cotton remained in sue for traditional garments.
The Spanish imposed a tax on the Pueblos which was paid in the form of textiles. As a
result, Pueblo weaving changed, and simpler, looser weaves were used to save time.
In some cases woven designs were replaced by embroidery to simplify production
further. While weaving was generally done by men, embroidery was the craft of
women.
Geometric embroidery designs are reminiscent of designs seen on prehistoric baskets
and blankets
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C o n t e m p o r a r y P u e b l o We a v i n g
When the Southwest became U.S. territory, government schools were established, and
children were required to speak English and wear Anglo-style clothing.
Clothing and dress cloth were distributed to families, and men were encouraged to
leave traditional pursuits and seek wage labor. As a result, hand-woven fabrics
declined in favor of commercial clothing.
Hand-woven cotton garments were still used for ceremonial purposes.
By the early 20th Century, weaving had nearly ceased in the New Mexico pueblos.
Most hand-woven ceremonial fabrics were produced by Hopis and traded to the other
pueblos.
In some cases, hand-woven fabric was very difficult to obtain, and commercial cloth
was used instead.
At government schools, girls were encouraged to embroider decorations on placemats,
wallets, and other items for tourist trade.
Today Pueblo weavers produce a small number of items for sale, but the majority of
Pueblo weaving continues to be for traditional use.
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N a v a j o We a v i n g
The Navajo people came to the Southwest from western Canada between A.D. 1300
and 1500. Anthropologists think that they learned weaving from the Pueblo Indians in
the mid-17th century, adopting the Pueblo woven clothing styles.
Navajo weavers experimented with style, technique, and design. Designs in Navajo
textiles from the Classic period (1700-1860) are similar to designs found in their
basketry. Navajo textiles were often made with yarn from raveled cloth.
Unlike Pueblo and Spanish Colonial people in the Southwest, the Navajos were
nomadic. Sheep from the Spanish, and the vertical loom from the Pueblos, fit in well
with the mobile lifestyle.
Saddle blankets, harnesses, and cinches were woven for the horses, which were also
important for mobility. Navajo weavers borrowed a number of design elements from
the Spanish and then elaborated on them in their weaving.
In 1863 the Navajo were incarcerated at the Bosque Redondo Reservation in eastern
New Mexico. Their herds of churro sheep were destroyed, and the Navajo were issued
commercial yarns and dyes.
These new materials significantly changed Navajo weaving. The use of commercial
materials in weaving continued even after the Navajo were allowed to return to their
land.
By the late 1800's, many Navajo were wearing Anglo-style clothing, and textiles were
woven for sale rather than for personal use.
The tastes of traders and buyers influenced designs and materials. Rugs, rather than
blankets or garments, became the focus of Navajo weaving
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C o n t e m p o r a r y N a v a j o We a v i n g
In the first half of the 20th century, local traders were the main outlet through which
weavers sold their fabrics. The traders worked closely with the weavers to produce
items they could sell.
Different regions of the reservation became known for their distinctive styles. Crystal,
Two Gray Hills, Wide Ruins, and Ganado are distinctive regional styles that developed
at this time.
In the latter half of the 20th century, weavers have been able to travel greater distances
to sell their products or to purchase materials of their choice. In addition, an increasing
pride among the Navajo people in their Native American heritage has renewed interest
in weaving.
Growing numbers of Navajo weavers today are becoming recognized as artists, free to
innovate or express themselves through the traditional medium of weaving.
The long history of blending tradition with innovative Navajo weaving clearly is to
continue into the future.
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Clothing
According to an observer in 1855, the Navajo:

“

dress with greater comfort than any other tribe, and
wear woolen and well-tanned buckskin. The skin
breeches come down to the knee, where they are met
by blue stockings that cover the lower half of the leg;
the breeches fit tight to the limb, and the outer seams
are adorned with silver or brass buttons. The coat
reaches below the hips, with a hole at the top to thrust
the head through, and open at the sides; it is made of
wool, woven of bright colors, and is fastened around
the waist by a leather belt, highly ornamented with
silver when the wearer can afford it. They wear numerous strings of fine coral, and many valuable belts of
silver, and generally appear with a handsome blanket
thrown over the shoulder in the style of a mantle.

”

From this general description it is clear that the Diné have always paid attention
to their personal appearance. Although turquoise is worn in modern times as an
“ornament,” the stone has a deeper meaning for the Diné. It is a protective
talisman, and it brings “beauty” to the wearer. The Diné strive to live a life that is
balanced mentally, spiritually, and physically in relationship to the Earth.
Clothing styles have changed among our people. Younger women like to dress
in contemporary, fashionable clothing and save traditional attire for special
occasions. However, no Navajo woman, young or old, dresses up without
turquoise or silver jewelry.
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Younger women may select clothing for convenience, but older, traditional women continue to dress as they were taught by their elders;
they wear skirts and blouses along with turquoise or silver jewelry.
One clothing item adopted by traditional women is tennis shoes; it is
not uncommon to see a grandmother dressed in her best outfit and
jewelry but wearing bright red tennis shoes
The earliest clothing remembered include buckskin shirts and dresses
which were made with two or more deer hides sewn together. These
clothing articles were not decorated with beadwork. After puberty,
young women are allowed to wear traditional woven dresses, biił. The
dress consisted of two woven blankets sewn together at the shoulders
and sides. The common colors were black, white and red. The
dresses were worn with moccasins for everyday wear.
Navajo women were introduced to canvas, cotton and velvet around
late 1800s while they were held at Fort Summer. The women started
to fashion their clothing from cotton and velveteen decorated with
silver and coins. The women began creating beautifully designed
velveteen shirts with silver buttons.
Currently, our young ladies wear blue jeans and t-shirts like most
young women of the world. Always present however, are silver and
turquoise jewelry.
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Tu r q u o i s e a n d S i l v e r
Throughout history, people have adorned themselves with materials from the
earth, such as rocks, minerals, shell, plants, and bone. Historically the Diné
have primarily “adorned” themselves with turquoise. In this sacred act the Diné
assert and maintain their distinct spirituality.
Early Navajo jewelry was of simple earrings, belt fasteners, and bracelets.
White traders provided various tools and jewelry supplies like silver coins and
slugs. In the 1920s sheet silver replaced silver slugs, allowing Navajo silversmiths to work faster since silversmiths no longer had to pound the slugs into a
flat surface.
For traditional Navajos, and especially for the elders, wearing turquoise shows
regard and respect for traditional Diné values and brings good fortune, good
health, and happiness.
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Other items used as jewelry include shell, coral, jet (a black stone), and flint
(also used to make arrowheads). Like turquoise, these elements all have
spiritual connections. They are all used in prayer offerings.
Silver has been used in Navajo jewelry for several hundred years, but trade in
other jewelry items has been documented for a much longer period.
Turquoise from the American Southwest has been found in the great prehistoric
cities of Mexico, and shells found in ancient Southwestern jewelry could only
have come from the Pacific or the Gulf of Mexico. It is likely that the Navajo
have always played an important role in the trading and making of jewelry.
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From Wool to Yarn
Before the weaver can sit down at the loom, they need to
have yarn with which to weave. These are the basic steps
to make yarn from Churro Sheep wool. Look at and feel
the wool samples and imagine the process of making yarn.

1. Cut the wool from the sheep using sharp
scissor-like tools called shears.
2. Wash the sheared wool, so it is not full
of oil, dirt, or leaves.

hand cards

3. Hand cards are flat, brush-like tools
made from wood and wire. Use hand cards
to “brush” out leaves or dirt from the
washed wool. In this process, the wool is
stretched and loosened.
4. Use a wooden spindle to twist the
carded wool into a long, thick thread. This
is your yarn!

spindle
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Navajo Storyteller Dolls
The dolls are siblings.
The Girl: Rosalee Yazzie (Glennabah) is of the Ashiihí dine’é (Salt
People Clan) and born for the Ma’ii deeshgiizhnii dine’é (Jemez
Clan). The Táchii’nii dine’é (Red Running into water people) are her
Chei (Maternal Grandmother’s clan), and the Naakaii dine’é are her
Nali (Paternal Grandmother’s clan).
The Boy: Shane Yazzie (Hashke yił yilwod) - Shane is of the
Ashiihí dine’é (Salt People Clan) and born for the Ma’ii deeshgiizhnii dine’é (Jemez Clan). The Táchii’nii dine’é (Red Running into
water people) are her Chei (Maternal Grandmother’s clan), and the
Naakaii dine’é are her Nali (Paternal Grandmother’s clan)
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We a v i n g & A d o r n m e n t :

in the classroom

Objects/Materials: Navajo Storytelling Dolls, Small Navajo Rug,
Reproduction Navajo Chief Blanket, Navajo Weaving Loom diagram,
Guide to Navajo Rugs book, Wool and Yarn Samples, Felt bases and
shapes for the “Design Your Own Rug” activity, Navajo Basket,
Navajo Basket Handout, Navajo Bow-guard handout
Activities:
The Storytelling Dolls are dressed in traditional Navajo clothes and
jewelry. Examine the Dolls and compare and contrast them with
photographs of Navajo in the books. How do the Dolls compare?
What is similar? What is different?
Design your own Navajo style rug using the felt base and shapes.
Use the Small Navajo Rug and Guide to Navajo Rugs book for
design ideas. With extra felt, cut your own shapes for your rug.
Compare the different wool samples, from raw wool to finished yarn.
Feel and smell the different samples.
Examine the Navajo Basket. Complete the activities on the Navajo
Basket Handout.
Have the boys color the Navajo Bow-guards on the handout. Cut out
the bow-guards, punch out the four small holes near the ends of the
bow-guards and thread string through the holes. Tie the bow-guard
around the wrist of the boys.
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Traditions
Te a c h i n g & E d u c a t i o n
In our culture, teaching (na’nitiin) is rooted to every living element of our world. Corn,
one of our sacred foods, is a symbol of our way of life, and thus a symbol of knowledge. It teaches us about caring for the land, respect for all life, and maintaining our
traditional ways.
Teaching related to farming is extensive. Knowledge can be gained by planting corn,
caring for the crop, watching it grow, harvesting it, and using it to teach one’s children
and grandchildren.
Corn is used for prayers, offerings, and ceremonies. The ways we prepare and use
corn have not changed for generations.
Some tribal traditions are carried on through storytelling, some through ceremonies,
and others by involvement and participation in daily activities.
Many Navajo children who live off the Navajo Reservation come home to stay with their
grandparents during the summer to learn how to weave, plant gardens, or care for
livestock. Grandparents teach their grandchildren traditions related to Navajo life.
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Navajo children like most Native American children were taken from their
homes and placed in government and Christian boarding schools in the early
1900s. There were no public schools near their homes and on the Reservation. Big trucks hauled children off to places that were not familiar to them.
“Kill the Indian…Save the Man” The United States Government needed a
solution to the “Indian problem”, so thousands of Indian went to boarding
schools, largely off the reservations to be assimilated into the western
mainstream culture. The boarding schools were remembered as a time of
abuse and a desecration of Indian culture. Most Indian children were
removed from home and culture forcibly. The children often were forced to
only speak English and got punished for speaking their language. Both boys
and girls had their traditional tseyeel (knots) cut off.
Today there are public schools but often children still ride schools buses for
miles on unpaved roads and for more than an hour. Some children still stay
in government dormitories but they are much more comfortable for the
children and the educational standards are equal to public schools.
Education in all schools on the Navajo Reservation is a priority. Most schools
receive funding from the Navajo Nation under the Johnson O’Malley
program. The Navajo Nation operates Head Start Program, the only educational program operated by the Navajo Nation government. Post-secondary
education and vocational training are available on and off the Navajo Reservation. The Navajo Nation Board of Education is an 11-member board to
oversee the operation of schools on the Navajo Nation. The Navajo Nation is
committed to promoting lifelong learning for the Navajo people and communities, and to protecting its unique cultural integrity and sovereignty.
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Ceremonies
As you travel across Navajoland, you may notice groups of people in cars and trucks or
on horseback along the roads. These may be ceremonial events that are sponsored by
individual families.
Ceremonies are sacred occasions and are meant to heal people of various illnesses.
Ceremonies often require the use of natural resources (minerals, plants, wildlife) and
the participation and coordination of many people.
Some ceremonies involve multiple locations, so you may see a great many people
traveling together from one location to the next.
Ceremonies involve song, prayers, dancing, and some ceremonies require sandpaintings.
Navajo Sand paintings are figures designed in various colored sand which these
sacred images are symbolic representation of Navajo life and healing ceremonial rites.
In this sacred practice, a patient sits on the sand painting to be healed as the Medicine
Man sings and performs his rituals to the patient. After the ceremony is completed the
bit and pieces of sand is taken outside the Hogan to the north, where the sand is return
to Mother Earth.
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Tr a d i t i o n s :

in the classroom
Objects/Materials: Conversational Navajo Lan-

guage compact disc and book, Cody Ramilla compact
disc, Kinaalda book, Mano y Metate model, Navajo Yearly
Cycle handout

Activities:
Listen to the Cody Ramilla CD of Navajo music.
Listen to the Conversational Navajo Language CD. Practice
saying Navajo words or phrases. How does the Navajo
language compare to your own?
Read about an important ceremony for Navajo girls.
Review the Navajo Yearly Cycle handout. How does that
compare with the calendar you use?
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Navajo Nation
The Council
Before the 1920s, the Navajo people were governed by non-Navajo Indian
Agents appointed by Washington DC, who used informal councils of local leaders as advisors.
In 1923, the federal government organized the first elected Navajo Council
because a representative body was needed to sign leases for newly developed
oil wells.
In the mid-1930s, the Council was reorganized and enlarged to approximately its
present form, size, and function as the lawmaking branch of Navajo government.
Currently, the Navajo Nation Council consists of 22 delegates representing 110
local communities called “chapters.” A Speaker presides over the Council.

Executive Branch
The original Navajo Nation Council, created in 1923, designated a Chairman as
its leader. After the reorganization in the 1930s, the Navajo people voted for the
Chairman, who continued to lead the council.
In 1989, the Navajo Nation created the office of Speaker to preside over the
Council, replacing the chairman.
The role of chairman was taken over by the President, who presides over administrative programs that provide services to the Navajo people..
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Chairman

Term

Chee Dodge

1923-1928

Thomas Dodge

1932-1936

Henry Taliman

1937-1938

Chee Dodge

1942-1946

Paul Jones

1955-1963

Peter MacDonald

1970-1982

Peter MacDonald

1987-1989

Dashne Clahchischillege

1928-1932

Marcus Kanuho (interim)

1936

Jacob C. Morgan

1938-1942

Sam Ahkeah

1946-1954

Raymond Nakai

1963-1970

Peterson Zah

1982-1987

Peterson Zah

1991-1994

Leonard Haskie (interim)

1989-1991

Thomas Atcitty

1998

President
Albert Hale

Kelsey Begaye

Milton Bluehouse (interim)
Kelsey Begaye
Joe Shirley, Jr.

Term

1995-1998
1998
1998

1999-2002
2003-2010

Judicial Branch
Before 1959, federal Indian Agents chose the Navajo Nation’s judges and administered
law enforcement. Since then, the Navajo Nation government has run its own courts and
law enforcement (except for certain serious crimes that remain under federal jurisdiction).
Currently, the judicial system consists of 7 district courts and 5 family courts that are
subject to review by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court, as well as a Small Claims
Court and Peacemaker Courts.
All the courts, especially the Peacemaker Courts, are responsible for integrating
Navajo custom and tradition into their decisions and procedures
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The Chapters: Local Governance
Navajoland is divided into 110 communities called chapters, which are units of local
government.
Each community has its own chapter meeting house, usually in a cluster with centers
for senior programs, Head Start, and other programs.
Each community elects its own chapter officers, who oversee various community
activities and coordinate with Navajo Nation, federal, state, and county programs that
provide local services.
Beginning in 1927, federal agents helped local communities organize the first chapters.
These early chapters were informal local gatherings at which federal officials could
announce new policies and programs, including the highly unpopular livestock reduction of the 1930s that was imposed in an effort to stop soil erosion.
In the 1950s, the Navajo Nation government reorganized the chapters, and in 1998 the
Local Governance Act gave them even more autonomy.
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Statistical Profile
Navajo population living on the Navajo Nation: 165,673
Median age: 24 years
Housing units without complete plumbing facilities: 32%
Housing units without telephone service: 60%
Average family size: 4.36 persons
Median family income: $22,392
Percent of families below poverty level: 40%
Number of motor vehicles: 37,008
Number of families: 37,903
Percent over 25 years with high school education or higher: 54%
Navajo language speakers age 5-17: 56%
Navajo language speakers age 18 and over: 83%
Sheep on Navajo lands:* 143,000
Goats on Navajo lands: 56,000
Cattle on Navajo lands: 81,000
Horses on Navajo lands: 35,000
Number of Grazing Permittees:** 12,000
*Estimates provided by NN Department of Agriculture, July 2009
** Ever since the stock reduction era, anyone who grazes livestock on Navajo Nation Trust Lands must have a grazing
permit issued by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).

These statistics show that many Navajo families live in poverty. Yet our lives are
enriched by living on the beautiful land where our ancestors lived, by speaking our
language, and by continuing our traditions of stockraising, farming, craft work, and
ceremonies. We work hard today to keep our language and traditions strong in the
midst of the modern world.
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Navajo Nation :

in the classroom

Objects/Materials: Small Navajo Nation Flag,
Navajo Nation Flag handout, Tribal Seal handoutt
Activities: •
Examine the Navajo Nation Flag and Navajo Tribal Seal.
What are some of the important symbols on each, and why
are they important to the Navajo people?
Research information on your country and about your
government, leaders, and people.
Design your own seal or flag that represents your home or
country. What are important symbols you included and
what do they represent?
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